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Assets



The primary iPARCS logo should be on the 
vast majority of deliverables. Some internal 
materials may not need it. 

The iPARCS logo should be accompanied  
by the DPR seal. To drive consistency of 
placement and size, a lockup with the DPR 
seal has been created. The lockup should be 
used whenever possible. More information 
on the iPARCS/DPR lockup may be found on 
page XX.

iParcs Logo



DPR Seal and iParcs Lockup
Full Color (Preferred)

With Description TextWithout Description Text

The iPARCS logo and the DPR seal should  
be used together. To drive consistency of 
placement and size, a lockup with the DPR 
seal has been created. The lockup should be 
used whenever possible. 

The full color versions are preferred for full 
color applications. Information on 1-color 
versions may be found on the following page.

Please see page XX for use on backgrounds, 
including solid colors and photography.



City Seal and iParcs Lockup
Limited Use Versions

With Description TextWithout Description Text

The black version and the white (reversed) 
version of the DPR seal and iPARCS logo lock-
up should be used primarily for applications 
where use of full-color versions is not possible 
or is cost prohibitive. Some examples: for 
black and white printing or for deliverables 
where each color is a separate cost, such  
as screenprinting. 

In limited applications, the white (reversed) 
version may be used on solid colors in the 
color palette or reversed out of photography. 
This is a useful option as the primary lockup 
may only be used on a white or on light  
colored background (see page XX). This  
option should not be overused, however, as 
the full-color version is the primary signifier of 
the brand.



DPR Seal and iParcs Lockup
Minimum Size

2.625" wide
1.75" wide

Without Description Text With Description Text

The version with the iPARCS description text 
may not be smaller than 2.625" wide due 
to loss of legibility. The version without the 
iPARCS description text may be smaller, down 
to 1.75” wide. (These numbers need to be 
tested, so final minimum size is TBD.)

These minimum sizes also apply to both the 
black versions and white (reversed) versions.



DPR Seal and iParcs Lockup
Backgrounds

The Lockup should be used on only certain 
color backrounds. Both the DPR Seal and 
the iPARCS logo are colorful, and are visually 
jarring and unappealing on a colorful back-
ground. Similarly, both are intricate and have 
small type, so a busy or complex background 
fights the Lockup for visual dominance.

For solid colors, the Lockup may only be 
used on a white background or on a solid 
field of PRec Dark Grey or Grey (see page 
11). On PRec Dark Grey or Grey, the version 
of the Lockup with white type should be used 
(see page XX).

The Lockup may be used on photography in 
a limited way. The color version may only be 
used on a section of a photo which is mostly 
white or slightly off-white, and is limited in 
contrast (see bottom left). The Lockup which 
is reversed to white may be used on dark 
portions of a photo which do not have a lot of 
contrast and is relatively solid. 



The Identifier is the primary design element 
of the Look. It is not a logo, and instead is 
meant to be used as a supergraphic or a 
background. More to come.

Identifier



The PRec Identifier is provided as art in two 
variations, with the ATL top left and bottom 
right. These may be used interchangeably.

The PRec Identifier was initially designed  
to be rotated with ATL top right and bottom 
left as additional variations. For now,  
these versions are not being used until  
the primary versions are established: the  
secondary versions may be added for use  
at some future date.

Identifier
Primary and Secondary



The PRec Identifier may be used in full color 
or in PRec Light Grey as a background.

A version has been created in greyscale 
for B&W print applications only. If color is 
available (color printing and all digital ap-
plications) the full color version and not the 
greyscale version must be used. 

The full color PRec Identifier must never be 
screened back or tinted. Use at 100% opacity 
at all times.

Identifier
Color

NO:

Full Color: For Color Applications

Greyscale: For B&W Print Applications Only

Background: For Color or B&W Applications



The PRec Identifier in full-color should be 
used on solid fields of white or a grey from 
the color palette. 

It may also be used on any of the correct 
black and white photograph + color overlay 
combos (see page XX). 

The Identifier may be set to “Multiply” similar 
to the color overlays (see page XX) but only 
on black and white photographs.

(Note: full color photography (see bottom 
right) has not been fully explored as a back-
ground yet. I don’t think it can be excluded, 
but it should be used very very judiciously. It 
feels a little off-brand, but it might work.)

Identifier
Backgrounds



The PRec Identifier should not be used on 
solid fields of color (only white and grey from 
the color palette). This includes colors from 
the iPARCS color palette (top row) or other 
(bottom row).

Do not place the Identifier on patterns. There 
aren’t any in the Look and should be avoided. 

Identifier
Backgrounds

NO:

NO:

NO:

NO:

NO:

NO:



The colors in the Identifier itself may be used 
as a background only when the identifier is a 
supergraphic and the background is the color 
which is not visible. 

Identifier
Backgrounds / Exception



Identifier
Scale 

YES: NO:

NO:

The PRec Identifier is not a logo. It is a  
graphic element which is meant to be used  
at a large scale. It should not be scaled 
visually equal to the DPR Seal + iPARCS Logo 
Lockup.

It should not be smaller in width than the DPR 
Seal + iPARCS Logo Lockup



The iPARCS color palette has been refined 
and expanded. Two greys have been added 
to expand and support the visual identity. 

Pantone® colors, CMYK, RGB and Web Safe 
colors have been identified for use. 

Only the colors shown here may be used. No 
tints of these colors may be used. 

Color Palette

PRec Green PRec Aqua PRec Gold

PRec Dark 
Grey

PRec Grey

PRec Text Grey

PRec Light
Grey

PRec Orange

Pantone® 432
C78
M64
Y53
K44

Primary

Secondary

Pantone® 431
C66
M52
Y45
K17

For Body Copy 
in CMYK Only: K75

Pantone® 432 / 8%
C5
M4
Y4
K0

PRec Magenta PRec Blue

Pantone® 376
C57
M0
Y99
K0

Pantone® 3252
C65
M1
Y29
K0

Pantone® 143
C0
M35
Y85
K0

Pantone® 
Orange 021
C0
M80
Y95
K0

Pantone® 
Rubine Red
C10
M100
Y50
K0

Pantone® 3005
C85
M50
Y0
K0

R51
G62
B72
#333d47

R92
G102
B112
#5c666f

R239
G238
B238
#eeeee

R122
G193
B68
#7ac143

R70
G191
B191
#46bfbe

R251
G176
B64
#fbaf3f

R241
G90
B41
#f05a28

R218
G28
B92
#d91b5b

R28
G117
B188
#1b75bb



Novecento Wide is the display typeface for 
all Parks and Rec applications. It should be 
used primarily for headlines, subheads and 
callouts. 

The typeface is small caps, and should be 
used primarily in upper- and lowercase.  
Some variation is appropriate (all caps or all 
lowercase) but most uses should be upper- 
and lowercase. 

This typeface should never be used for body 
copy. Switch to Avenir for body copy (see the 
following page).  

Other weights of Novecento Wide may be 
used, but Light and Bold weights should be 
used most often. The contrast of light and 
bold/heavy is integral to the look. 

This typeface does not provide an italic. If  
an italic is needed for a headline (and cannot 
be reworked in some other way) then use 
Avenir instead. Do not skew the typeface in 
the character palette to create a fake italic. 
This makes Baby Jesus cry.

The only colors for type are black, reversed to 
white and in colors from the color palette.

Typography
Display 

Novecento Wide Light

Novecento Wide Bold



Avenir is an open and welcoming typeface 
which is also highly legible. It is the workhorse 
of the Look. It may be used for all applica-
tions, for any use: display, subheads, callouts 
and especially body copy.

Like Novecento Wide, any weight may be 
used, but Book and Heavy should be used 
most often. Medium is a good substitute 
for Book when using color type on a color 
background: Book is too spindly and fragile 
for those uses. 

Avenir should be used for all body copy.

The only colors for type are black, reversed to 
white and in colors from the color palette.

Typography
Text 

Avenir Book (and Italic)

Avenir Medium (and Italic)

Avenir Heavy (and Italic)



Our new tagline is provided as art. Always use 
the art file. Do not recreate in text.  

Use only the colors provided as art. Use only 
on a white background or on a background of 
one of the greys in the color palette.

Tagline 



A lockup has been provided for the Identifier 
and Tagline lockup. The version has the Iden-
tifier dominant. Use only the art provided: do 
not recreate. 

A version in white is also provided. 

Tagline / Identifier Lockup
Identifier Dominant



A lockup has been provided for the Identi-
fier and Tagline lockup. The version has the 
Tagline dominant. Use only the art provided: 
do not recreate. 

A version in white is also provided. 

Tagline / Identifier Lockup
Tagline Dominant



Icons have been created to denote the 
offerings by PRec. These Icons are not color 
coded. Any color from the color palette may 
be used for any icon. Randomizing is encour-
aged. The Icons should be tiny pops of color 
among the greys and blacks in application.

Do not use as a primary visual element or as a 
predominant visual element. 

Icon System

Learning &
Financial

Other

Sports

football baseball
& t-ball

basketball goal ball golf tennis kickboxing

Arts &
Crafts

Fitness

weight
room

walking hydrotherapy aerobics
& fitness

water
aerobics

ballroom
dancing

line
dancing

swimming zumba dance chair
exercise

running

cheerleading softball martial
arts

track and
field

soccervolleyball kickball

choir music
(instruments)

movies games bingo bridge &
card games

arts photography crochet jewelry ceramics crafts

computer tutoring lunch ‘n
learn

job
hunting

couponing



This campaign has been developed for 
future use. An art file with live type has been 
created to create subsequent action words as 
needed in the future.

Campaign



Imagery



A proprietary treatment for photography has 
been developed for the Look. This allows 
for a consistant and dynamic look despite 
photography which ranges hugely in image 
quality. Overlays of the iPARCS colors over 
black and white photographs create the look. 

Do not selectively color parts of the image. 
Large fields of colors are crucial. 

The effect is easy to create. In Photoshop, 
InDesign or Illustrator, overlay a color field 
over the black and white phote and change 
the effect to “Multiply.” Not all colors are 
effective with all images: if a combo doesn’t 
work, change the overlay color or choose 
another photograph. 

Keep the overlay at 100%. Do not use less 
than 100% opacity.

Photography
Color Overlays



Color photographs are also important. When 
possible, use only the best photographs for 
full-color. Using a color overlay is a better op-
tion for images that are poor quality, whether 
visually or of insufficient resolution.

Using color photographs together with color 
overlays is recommended whenever possible. 

Photography
Color



Another option for photography is to create 
silhouettes. These carefully masked images 
can be used with the identifier. This is a clean 
and dynamic treatment which adds seeming 
dimensionality to the identifier. 

Silhouettes should be only black and white, 
and may be tinted back as needed. Do not 
colorize silhouettes. 

As the image library is developed, more full-
body images need to be captured for use as 
silhouettes. There is not a need for a huge 
amount of these. Ten would be a great num-
ber to aim for creating, and their use should 
be limited for the most impact.

Photography
Silhouettes



Applications



Applications



Applications



Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues
Play / Fit / Fun

2014 Spring
Tennis Clinics
@ Zaban Recreation Center

2/2/14–5/13/14
morning, evening & weekend options

Learn to 
Play Basketball
League Play Starts soon

Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues
Play / Fit / Fun
Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues

Applications



Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues
Play / Fit / Fun

Sign Up for Spring 
Athletic Leagues

Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues

Play / Fit / Fun
Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues

Play / Fit / FunSign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues

Play / Fit / Fun

Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues
Play / Fit / Fun
Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues
Play / Fit / Fun

Sign Up for Spring Athletic Leagues

Pl
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 /
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Applications



Applications



Be Cool
at the City of Atlanta’s Splash Pads

Applications



Applications



Applications
Print



Applications
Print



Applications
Signage

Paint color is a high-impact way to bring the Look into facilities. 



Applications
Signage



Applications
Signage



Applications
Apparel



Applications
Apparel



Applications
Vehicles



Applications
Signage



Applications
Signage



Applications
Signage



Applications
Campaign



Applications
Campaign



Applications
Promotional



Applications
Promotional



Grant

Chastain

Rosel
Fann

Candler

Pittman

Adams-
ville

Old
Fourth
Ward

Thomas-
ville

Applications
Promotional

Bumper Stickers Stickers

Bumper Stickers Personalized with a Sticker



Applications
Banners



Applications
Banners



Applications
Banners



Applications
Banners




